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OF NOTE:
VINCENT GASSI
By Vincent Gassi,
Interviewed by Sheila M. MacRae

Vincent Gassi, composer
1

1. I think we would be curious to learn how you started to compose. Under what circumstances
did you write your first work, and do you have clear memories of that first experience?
I have always been fascinated by how composers construct music which elicits specific emotions
in listeners. I started listening to music at an early age. My parents and four siblings were all
musicians to some degree or another. My parents were not trained but were very musical and my
siblings are all excellent musicians, so I grew up listening to great music. There was lots of great
live and recorded music to listen to: the best jazz, classical, opera, pop. My older brothers were
in bands that rehearsed frequently at our house. Our record player was always playing big band,
orchestral, and many other kinds of music. I absorbed a great deal by ear before I even started
playing the trumpet in high school. By then, I wanted to play the music I was hearing and I
would spend countless hours trying to figure out (on my trumpet) what I was hearing on records
and the radio.
I do remember my first complete original work. It is called Dante’s Hot House. I wanted very
much to write a complete piece of music despite my fear of it not turning out to be very good. I
figured if it is terrible, I could always just not tell anyone about it and try again. But I was
determined to write something. A few weeks later my finished product was lost when my
computer hard drive crashed. That was a setback I wasn’t prepared for. I had to start over from
scratch and a few weeks later I had an even better finished product. This piece was actually
published. I have memories of many previous attempts to test ideas and arrange smaller bits and
pieces of music but, before the day when computers could play your work back, it was always a
challenge (and a frustration) to be able to find players who would be willing and able to spend
time on my musical forays. I remember spending weeks writing and copying out parts for a
composition for big band that I did. I showed up to the rehearsal eager to hear my new work only
to find out that three trombones and half the rhythm section was not present that night.
2. Recently Northumberland Orchestra and Choir performed your “Sea Fever”, a marvellous
work with echoes of sea shanties and traditional songs (“High Barbaree”, “Oh
Shenandoah” and “What Shall We Do With A Drunken Sailor”), all woven into a totally
original new composition. Could you please describe the origin and evolution of that
work?
I had been in Taunton, Massachusetts to conduct the Southeastern Massachusetts Festival
Chorus. This fine ensemble had commissioned me to arrange a setting of the Huron Carol which
I called The Moon of Winter. Before I returned home to Toronto, their musical director, Eric
Brown (who has since become a very good friend) said, “I’ve always wanted to do a medley of
sea shanties with the chorus. What do you think about writing something for us, possibly with
What Shall We Do With A Drunken Sailor in it?” I loved that idea and came home and started to
research the genre. I hadn’t really thought about what other commitments I had then and the
amount of time needed to write a work of that scope. There was a brief moment of stress but then
I realized how much fun it would be to work on this project and once I got started, it consumed
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me. I spent many inspired weeks in the creative process and was very happy with the final
product. I loved writing that piece. SMFC sounded great and I loved hearing again recently with
the Northumberland Orchestra and Chorus. John Kraus and the ensemble did a superb job!
3. Following up on the previous question, do you see yourself in a line of composers for whom
it is (or was) important to highlight folk and popular music, in some cases for specific
reasons (Percy Grainger, Malcolm Arnold, Dvořák and Béla Bartók to name only a few)?
Do songs “make their way” into the fabric of your work, or are there other, more specific
reasons, for weaving traditional music into your compositions?
I love folk songs. They can be so expressive and telling of a time and place in history, of a
culture really. You mentioned a number of excellent composers who are also known for their
love of folk music. I wouldn’t consider that I’m on a “mission” to dedicate my efforts toward
folk songs solely. I enjoy working on them but I also enjoy other forms, styles, and inspirational
ideas. I think it is important to preserve folk songs and each composer has something uniquely
different to say through them. Composers are always looking for an inspiring concept on which
to base a new work. Many of my works are performed by student ensembles and a work based
on a folk song can be a great teaching point or introduction to a culture for young musicians.

Vincent Gassi conducting
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In this year of celebration of Canada’s 150th Anniversary, many conductors are looking for
Canadian music. “Canadian Folk Trilogy” includes a grouping of Canadian folk songs. Can you
please tell us about some of your specifically Canadian works?
Canadian Folk Trilogy consists of three folk songs; Donkey Riding, Inuit Lullaby, and I’s the
B’y. I remember singing the latter as a kid in school. It is a lot of fun to take songs like this,
which are very rich, and to find an element of the music (melody, harmony, rhythm, texture) you
connect with and go from there. I think if you listen to this arrangement you will hear which
aspects of the music I connected with the most.
Other Canadian themed pieces I’ve done are Cape Breton Lullaby, Big Raven (inspired by a
work of the same name by Emily Carr), We Stand on Guard (dedicated to Nathan Cirillo), Rouge
Valley Celebration, arrangements of Land of the Silver Birch, The Moon of Winter, and even a
number of different arrangements of O Canada. One year, my American editor asked for a
medley of Canadian Christmas songs. A Canadian Christmas features settings of Il Est Né Le
Divin Enfant, Noël Nouvelet, and The Huron Carol.
5. Your work “Chase the Shouting Wind” is based on the poem “High Flight” by American
World War II pilot John Gillespie Magee, Jr. Could you please tell us something about
that work? And could you please say a little more about the connection between some of
your compositions and poetry, or literature in general?
John Gillespie Magee, though an American, served in the Royal Canadian Air Force. I didn’t
start out with that title or any for that matter but was inspired to write something that captured
the energy and excitement of flight. Eventually, as I was researching, I came across his poem and
knew it was what I was trying to connect with. He beautifully captures the wonder of flight and I
hope that my piece does the poem justice. The title Chase the Shouting Wind is a line taken from
that poem.
Poems and stories are a great starting point for compositions which are also stories. Poems are
just another art form which empower us to be very expressive. It is truly astounding how
language and music both can conjure images and elicit emotion. I based another piece (a
commissioned work) on a poem called Climb the Mountains Tall by Darren James Clayton. I am
intrigued by the way in which one art form can inspire one to be creative in another.
6. You have composed for band, wind and string ensembles, other ensembles (such as wind,
brass, string, and percussion), as well as orchestra and choir. Would you care to highlight
some of the compositional challenges presented by a few of these types of works? Do
you have a favourite, and if so, why?
I’m not sure I have a favourite. I love to create and each of these various settings offers unique
opportunities and challenges. I would have a hard time ranking which kind of ensemble I prefer
to compose for. With any work, I think one of the ever-present challenges is to create something
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that will engage both the performer and the listener. This includes writing musically rewarding
parts that are at the appropriate level of the ensemble. Writing to achieve balance in the
orchestration is always uppermost in my thinking. It’s no use writing a lovely oboe part if it is
getting buried by the rest of the ensemble. I once read that composers should strive for clarity,
conciseness, and intelligibility of statement in their works. I would add expressiveness and
innovation.
7. Many of your works are commissions. Some have been for particular schools, or specific
musical ensembles. Is it possible to describe the specific challenges of creating for a
commission?
Writing to the strengths of the ensemble is often a challenge. You do not always know what they
are. A work can be commissioned many months before it is to be delivered. In that time, the
ensemble personnel can change so you may have strong trumpets in June and not so strong in
September. As I said previously, the big challenge, in my opinion, is to write music that engages
the musicians and the listener. I try to write music that is enjoyable to play, at just the right level
so the players/students are challenged but not overly so. A further challenge is to not rest on what
you’ve done before. I think that all artists strive to be innovative and push beyond the limits of
their last work.
8. What do you think we should know about your music or Vince Gassi as a composer that is
not covered in the questions above?
Music is fun. It is limitless. Even with all of the composers who have ever lived or who are
writing music today, there is still so much room for original thought. Music can encompass an
endless array of emotions and colours and it is astonishing how powerfully expressive it can be. I
feel like I will never stop learning. That’s the great thing about composition or any creative
endeavour. If there was a finite amount that could be learned, it would be boring once you’ve
learned all there is to know. Instead, it is an ongoing journey. It may sound a bit hackneyed but
it’s true. I couldn’t begin to imagine what my life would be like without music. My music has
always come from my head and my heart. It’s my passion; it’s me. Listen to my music and you’ll
know who I am.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
TORONTO BEACHES CHORALE
Submitted by Bob Kortright
“I believe the choral experience to be one of the most intensely exciting of all musical
experiences for singers and audiences alike. Its benefits reach far beyond the concert hall to
touch the daily lives of all those involved – the true music experience is a shared one.”
Mervin W. Fick
Artistic Director, Toronto Beach Chorale
The Toronto Beach Chorale is an
auditioned SATB concert choir of up to 65
men and women - from young adults to
seniors. Founded in 2008 with the goal of
bringing high-quality choral music to the
East End, this dedicated ensemble has
earned a city-wide reputation for
professional-calibre concerts and for
commitment to the community.

The choir enriches the lives of its members, providing
joy, fellowship and the satisfaction of pursuing
excellence as a team. Continuous education is central to
the mission of the TBC. Members receive ongoing
training in musical theory and vocal technique not only
in rehearsal but also through choral workshops.

Mervin W. Fick, Artistic Director of the TBC since its
inception, has been transforming choirs, inspiring
individuals and raising performance levels of
community, church and professional choirs for over 30
years. He leads a very busy life as the director of a
number of choirs in the G.T.A.
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Under Maestro Fick’s leadership, the Toronto Beach Chorale will celebrate its 10th anniversary
during the 2017/2018 season. TBC has established relationships with local organizations such as
Community Centre 55 (Santa Claus Parade), the Beach BIA and Riverside BIA (Christmas Tree
Lightings), Bard in the Park, the Scarborough Players, the Distillery District (Christmas Market)
and the East End Arts organization.
Reaching out to the public, the TBC has participated in Canada’s Culture Days by holding a
working rehearsal, open to the public, called “Sing With Us!” Attendees learned how choral
music is rehearsed, practised vocal techniques and experienced the joy of music-making.
Since 2015, Toronto Beach Chorale has
taken the leadership role in presenting
Messiah for the City, an annual concert
tradition initiated in 1999 by members
of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
and the late Jack Layton, in his role as
City Councillor. The concert is an
annual gift of the season for the clients
and staff of the United Way and other
social agencies in the City of Toronto.
Toronto Beaches Chorale Performance
TBC presents its concerts in collaboration with professional musicians, soloists, actors and other
choirs. Past performances have ranged from great choral works by Mozart, J.S. Bach, Vivaldi,
Pergolesi, Fauré and Vaughan Williams to the Messe Québécoise with spoons and folk fiddle.

Rehearsals and concerts currently take place
at Kingston Road United Church, 975
Kingston Rd. (west of Victoria Park
Avenue). For more information, visit
www.torontobeachchorale.com
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NOTEWORTHY
REMINISCENCES
Submitted by Anthony (Tony) Prower

I have often wondered how many people have chosen the wrong career in their life time in order
to make a decent living. Looking back over my musical life, I probably could have chosen a
better financial career but even as a child my parents envisioned music to be my destination and
I have no regrets. Even when going to prep boarding school in England before the Second
World War, I was sent to various Music Festivals in Brighton or Eastbourne, Sussex, and I came
back with a prize whether it was for a piano solo or duets for two pianos, and most importantly
a half holiday to celebrate the occasion. Returning to Canada in 1940 and living in Montreal,
my mother would take me to His Majesty's Theatre on Guy Street on Sunday afternoons to hear
the Montreal Symphony Orchestra conducted by Douglas Clarke, who later turned out to be the
Dean of the Faculty of Music at McGill where I spent 3 years.

I entered McGill University in Montreal in 1947 and music, whether it be classical or jazz, was
booming in that city. One could hear visiting orchestras and opera companies and listen to
American singers or 16 piece big bands, invading the nightclubs and concert halls. I learned a
lot from listening to these great musicians. That was Montreal in those days -"Joie de Vivre"! I
attended orchestral concerts by the Montreal Symphony Orchestra in Plateau Hall in addition to
taking time out in the evening to go to numerous Night Clubs to hear great singers and
performers from the States and Canada - Oscar Peterson, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Lena
Horne, as well as the big bands of the day - Stan Kenton and The Dorseys, to name a few.
Needless to say, attending lectures at the Conservatory next morning, it was at times a struggle to
keep awake.
1949 was an interesting year for new students when an American student appeared on the door
steps of the Faculty looking very unhappy and suspicious of the whole music program . I sensed
it was not his cup of tea. And yet we did the Clubs together and we learned a lot in that year.
His name - Burt Bacharach. We nicknamed him "Happy" because he never smiled. But what a
career he has had over the years, and all smiles with it! One thing we didn't have in our small
faculty was a jazz program - it was a" no-no". And yet practically every day, as soon as the
faculty went for a two hour lunch period at the Faculty Club, the Conservatory burst into jazz.
We posted a student 'security guard' to keep an eye on the returnees in order to hush the building
up and return to the classical idiom.
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The big question for all music students, of course, is: where do we go after graduation? Be a
composer, performer, or music teacher? In my case the thought of learning a reed instrument
came to mind: I had studied piano and organ for 3 years. Oboe players were scarce in the early
50's and to find a good teacher was not easy. But one was found in Perry Bauman and he was in
Toronto. The city was known as 'Hog-Town" or "Toronto the Good" in those days and the only
thing I can remember off hand was the Toronto Symphony Orchestra and Rob McConnell and
his Boss Brass. Talk of culture shock!! The TSO did weekly programs on the radio under Sir
Ernest MacMillan in Massey Hall (great acoustics I might add) and I met, by chance, a
wonderful C.B.C. producer in Ernest Morgan who invited me up to the sound booth to either
take in a rehearsal or a concert. Frank Herbert was the radio announcer. Perry Bauman was
principal oboe player in the orchestra. During a performance of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony,
first movement, there's a pick-up beat oboe solo of one beat before the orchestra comes in. That
didn't happen. Well! Everyone blamed the conductor for the bad entry, of course, and Ernest
Morgan, following the score, simply remarked "this is going to be interesting". Beethoven
would have rolled over in his grave hearing all the discords taking place. But being professional
musicians, the orchestra, after a few bars, finally solved the error.

The orchestra had guest conductors once in a while and I was fortunate to have a ticket to see
and hear Victor de Sabata conduct the orchestra which included Respighi's 'The Pines of Rome'
on the program. The TSO really shone that night. The last segment with double brass on either
side of the stage resounding in the interior of Massey Hall was incredible. The standing ovation
after the performance lasted at least ten minutes. Sir Ernest MacMillan, known as 'Uncle Ernie'
to some, remained resident conductor for numerous years

It was in 1950 that I was being introduced into the Royal Conservatory of Music orchestra as
second oboe player and what a terrifying experience that first rehearsal was! Placed in front of
me was a Canadian composition written by one of the Canadian League Composers with
complicated time signatures every two or three bars. No Bach, Beethoven or Brahms on the
rehearsal sheet. That was the finish of my thoughts of being in a professional orchestra. Mind
you, there were show-business opportunities available. But by that time I had a job in Port Hope,
Ontario, teaching music in a boys private school. But that's a separate chapter to be told.
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FEATURE
CAMMAC LAKE McDONALD
CHAMBER MUSIC, WEEK 3
by Sheila M. MacRae

Lake McDonald from the boathouse. Afternoon, July 13, 2017
CAMMAC’s Music Camp at Lake McDonald already had a special place in my consciousness,
for the reason that I had attended with my family when I was a child, on one of our home leaves
from Europe. On July 9, 2017, I had the opportunity to attend one of the Chamber Music Weeks
as an adult.
Two of my objectives were to play as much chamber music as possible, and to renew my interest
in keyboard playing. The Chamber Music program, orchestrated by Corinne Bergeron, carefully
matched players by interest, instrumentation, and ability. My request to play with strings was
honoured in both my ensembles. The first chamber group consisted of Flute, Oboe, Violin,
Viola and Cello. This ensemble, coached by Nathalie Camus, second violin of the Saguenay
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Alcan Quartet, the week’s Quartet-in-Residence, focused on the JC Bach Quintet Opus 11 No. 5
as well as other works.
The provenance of members of this ensemble reflects the cosmopolitan dimension of the third
week, perhaps of every week at CAMMAC Music Camp. The young flute player and her mother
(violin) were from Sainte Cécile-des-Vignes in the department of Rhône, France; the viola
player from Ringwood, New Jersey; the cellist from Burlington Vermont. I am domiciled in the
Kawarthas, in Ontario. Coaching was conducted in French and English, as needed.
Another remarkable thing was the family orientation of the week. Not only were there well over
thirty children, as well as and many teenagers – the children and teenagers could participate in
musical and other activities if they cared to. There were a number of musical family groups, one
of which uses CAMMAC Music Camp as a destination for yearly family reunions: this family
played as an ensemble in one of the recitals. The furthest flung participant (to my knowledge)
had flown in from Cairo.
My second chamber ensemble, a piano quartet (piano, flute, oboe, cello) was under the
thoughtful and insightful direction of Martin Mangrum, first bassoon at the Montreal Symphony
Orchestra. We read different works by Telemann, as well as the Quintet No. 4 by Jan Ditmas
Zelenka. That the group was conducted by a performer who understands both reeds and winds
was a real treat for me as an oboist. (The pianist in this group, who had flown in from Paris,
spent his non-musical time minding a very active grandchild.)
The third chamber class was four-hands piano, with Myriam Bernard, a consummate teacher
who has an innate musical sense as well as a personal flair for putting participants at ease. She
was able to deal even with me, a rank beginner at the present time, because I have not played for
such a long time. All participants in all groups were asked whether they wished to perform in
the final participant concert, and decisions were made democratically, by a group decision.
Each of these chamber classes was held in small cabins and part of the charm of the week was
walking (or running, when late) through the woods to each class. Some of the cottages could be
reserved for additional impromptu playing with friends, and I took full advantage of the
opportunities to meet new “playmates” from all over, and look forward with keeping in touch
with some.
In addition to the chamber music groups, which were the special draw of the third week, there
were many musical activities. The major choral work , which was performed at the Participant
Concert, was the Mozart Mass in c minor, (led by Francois André Ouimet, who also conducted
Jazz and Gospel choir and A Cappella choir). Orchestra was led with finesse and humour by
Mark Latham. Vocal technique and Vocal Master Class were both by Marie-Annick Béliveau,
Harpsichord by Geneviève Soly, Flute Technique by Josée Poirier, Recorders by Francis
Colpron, who gave a masterful evening performance with members of the Saguenay Quartet.
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Orff classes were led by Geneviève Décarie, Folk Dance by Maurice Perez and Soma Yoga by
Brenda-Lee Wilson. Other courses are featured in other weeks which were not held in Week 3.
In addition to this very rich program of music, there were evening activities every night, from
Dancing on Monday night, to performances by Francis Colpron and the faculty and Quartet-inResidence. The Saguenay Quartet performed not only on their scheduled nights – they added an
extra memorable performance of the Quartet No. 15 in G, by Franz Schubert, a.k.a. Schubert’s
Last Quartet, which they were scheduled to perform at Amherst Island a couple of weeks later.
If participants wanted to play with new or old friends, and they had not brought music for a
particular combination of instruments, they could take music out of the Oskar Morawetz Library
for the week, and return it to the very helpful librarians, Rachel Gagnon or her assistant.
For me, one highlight of the week was the Children’s Concert – some of these little participants
sang, or performed solo or in ensembles on Orff Instruments, recorders or stringed instruments –
violin, viola, and cello. The littlest ones were between 4 and 5 years old. The dance portion of
the Concert under Maurice Perez, was also notable. What these young artists accomplished in
one week working with a remarkable faculty was quite amazing. The first children’s solo
performances after breakfast and prior to the announcements (for example, on violin or recorder)
were also impressive.

Children’s Concert, Orff Instruments and Dance Group, CAMMAC, 2017
One rather funny mishap was an accidental trigger of the fire alarm in my residence, Lake
House, in the middle of the night. In retrospect it was funny to see everyone groggily trouping
outside in their night-wear, not so funny when we realized it was raining. Had there been an
actual fire, I would likely have been a casualty, since I raced back in to collect my instruments,
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which I had forgotten in my initial panicked reaction to the alarm. Lesson learned: instruments
might be replaceable, life is not.
The enjoyment of the week, in my opinion, is a function of several aspects of CAMMAC Lake
McDonald. One is honouring the interests and wishes of participants, reflected in CAMMAC’s
ability to provide the kind of musical experience sought by individual participants. A second is
the cultural diversity. The fact that the camp is truly cosmopolitan and bilingual only adds to the
richness of the experience, at least for me. Thirdly, notwithstanding expectations of a high level
of musical involvement, one can partake in numerous extra-musical activities: socializing with
friends over a glass of wine, good food, tennis, swimming, canoeing, or walking in the woods.
There are some very strict rules – like afternoon naps, which cannot be disturbed by practicing,
or practicing late at night or very early in the morning. On arrival, I snickered at the prospect of
“the nap”, or not being able to practise during the siesta. It was after being at camp for a couple
of days that I realized the raison d’être of these beneficial prohibitions. Most importantly, for
me the third week offered a spirit of welcoming conviviality and warmth, so that even a
newcomer like myself could feel at home.
I look forward to returning to CAMMAC Lake McDonald and recommend it highly to anyone
interested in one or more weeks of music-making with friends old and new.
For further information, https://cammac.ca/
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SCHEDULE OF READINGS
2017-2018
Once a month, CAMMAC singers and instrumentalists get together and read through a work for
choir and orchestra under the direction of a professional choir director. Occasionally, readings
feature pieces for singers only. Readings are not intended as rehearsals, and we do not perform
for an audience, although listeners are welcome. All readings are in Elliott Hall, Christ Church
Deer Park, 1570 Yonge St., Toronto, and are on Sunday afternoons from 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm.
Admission is $6 for CAMMAC members and $10 for non-members. Please arrive 15 minutes
early to set up so the reading can begin on time!
September 17 - Handel, Coronation Anthems, with John Kraus (coordinator: Sheila.M. MacRae)
October 22 – Madrigal and Motets, with Dallas Bergen (coordinator: Timothy Moody)
November 19 – Ola Gjeilo works, with Jenny Crober (coordinator: Barbara Adams)
January 21 – Kodaly, Budavari Te Deum, with Eszter Horvath (coordinator: Peter Solomon)
February 18 – Brahms, Schicksalslied and Nänie , with Cheryll Chung (coordinators: Barbara
Adams and Terri Allen)
March 25 – Bruckner Mass in e minor, with Ori Siegel (coordinator: Zhenglin Liu)
April 22 – Vivaldi, Gloria (plus Haydn, Little Organ Mass), with David Weaver (coordinator:
Gerald Martindale)
June 3 – Mozart, Classical Opera Choruses, with Erna Van Daele (Coordinator: Lynda Moon)
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A CAMMAC (Canadian Amateur Musicians /Musiciens Amateurs du Canada) Toronto Region Event.
Please copy and post.

CAMMAC READING

HANDEL:
CORONATION ANTHEMS
Date
Time
Conductor
Biography

SUNDAY, September 17, 2017
2 PM SHARP to 4:30 PM (Please arrive 15 minutes early to set up.)
John Kraus
John is an alumnus of the University of Western Ontario, London where he studied clarinet with
Jerome Summers, Robert Riesling and Robert Sheffield, and conducting with Jerome Summers
and William Gordon. As the founding director of the Durham Chamber Orchestra, the Lakeridge
Philharmonic Youth Orchestra, and the Music Director of the Clarington Concert Band and the
current music director and conductor of the Northumberland Orchestra & Choir, John has worked
in many different genres and with many local and international talents, including Mary Elizabeth
Brown, Anastasia Rizikov, and the Sultans of String. John is the clarinetist with the Lavender
Chamber Ensemble.
He has dedicated more than 25 years as an educator working with high school students from
around the world, sharing his passion for Music. John has regularly conducted honour high
school ensembles as part of the annual Conference of Independent Schools Music Festival
(CISMF), held annually each spring at Roy Thomson Hall, Toronto. He continues to work with
students, professionals, and amateur adult musicians who may have entered the arena for the first
time or who have returned to something that they began as youngsters, working as a volunteer
with the Liftlock New Horizons organization, Peterborough and as an instructor at the Lake Field
Summer Music Camp, Lakefield, Ontario. As a member of the Ontario Music Educators

Association, John has led workshops on 'best practices', creativity and composition, and
technology in the Music classroom. He is also a coach with the woodwind section of the
La Jeunesse Youth Orchestra, Port Hope. He regularly works with ensembles preparing
for festivals and is an adjudicator with Canadian Music Festival Adjudicators Association
Music notes

Place
Singers
Instruments
Information
Cost

Handel’s first commission as a naturalized British citizen was for the coronation of King George
II and Queen Caroline in 1727. The 4 Coronation Anthems are “Zadok the Priest”, based on the
Book of Kings; “Let Thy Hand be Strengthened”, text from Psalm 89; “My heart is Inditing”
verses from Psalm 45 and Isaiah 49; and “The King shall Rejoice”, based on Psalm 21.
Christ Church Deer Park, 1570 Yonge St. (2 blocks N. of St. Clair Ave.) (enter from Heath St.)
Chorus SATB (Singers do not need to register); no soloists.
Fl 1, 2; Ob 1, 2; Bn 1,2; Trumpets 1,2,3 (in D); Horn (in D); Strings; Chorus
For information: Sheila M. MacRae, smmoboe@gmail.com, 705-559-7672
CAMMAC members $6; non-members $10; students free.
Refreshments will be available for $1 during the break.
Instrumentalists: please pre-register with Sheila M. MacRae, smmoboe@gmail.com
15

Instrumentalists please bring your own music stand

READING REVIEW

Poulenc Gloria, June 4, 2017
Submitted by Anne Massicotte
On Sunday June 4th, CAMMAC Toronto presented a reading of Poulenc's wonderful and
unconventional Gloria. Our guest conductor was Xavier Brossard-Ménard, from Montreal. He
gave us many insights into Poulenc's personality and how Poulenc's lack of formal training
contributed to freedom in his music. Xavier presented the Gloria as Poulenc's most "secular"
sacred piece, full of joy, humor, as well as conflict.
We spent the first half of the reading familiarizing ourselves with the notes and understanding
the frequent and challenging modulations. Xavier showed a deep knowledge of the score, and
patiently rehearsed the group. The orchestra enjoyed very interesting parts, especially in the
woodwinds. In the second half, we performed the 6 movement piece with solo soprano,
beautifully sung by Paola di Santo. Xavier's expressive conducting communicated clearly the
various moods of the piece.
The delightful Poulenc's Gloria is too rarely performed in Toronto, so thank you to Xavier,
CAMMAC, and all who participated to the reading for bringing it to life!

PLAYING AND SINGING OPPORTUNITIES
TEMPO 2017-2018
The Toronto Early Music Players Organization (TEMPO) holds monthly meetings on
Sunday afternoons between September and May, at Armour Heights Community Centre, 2140
Avenue Road, just south of Wilson. We play under the guidance of a professional coach and
welcome intermediate and advanced recorder and viol players. Membership fee for the season is
$75. Individual meetings are $20. Your first meeting is free, and refreshments are included.
Please join us for some fine music-making. Our upcoming meetings, which run from 1:30 to 4,
are as follows:
Sunday, September 10: Workshop coached by Toronto recorder player Avery MacLean
Sunday, October 1: Workshop coached by Montreal viola da gambist Betsy MacMillan
Sunday, November 5: Workshop coached by Hamilton recorder player Stéphane Potvin
Sunday, December 3: Workshop coached by Montreal recorder player Vincent Lauzer
Please remember to bring a music stand. For more information, visit our website
http://tempotoronto.net or call 416 779-5750.
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Toronto Recorder Players’ Society
For a list of meeting dates for 2017-2018, please visit the Toronto Recorder Players Society at:
http://cammac.ca/toronto/rps-2017-2018.
For
further
information,
please
contact
rpstoronto1964@gmail.com

CONCERTS NOTICES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
(all groups listing an event must include at least one CAMMAC member)
The Newsletter welcomes short announcements in Playing Opportunities and Concert Notices
from all CAMMAC members. Please send details to the Editor by next Newsletter deadline.
Amadeus choir, "United in Song: Celebrating Canada 150". Lydia Adams, Conductor; Shawn
Grenke, Piano; Michele Jacot, Clarinet. This concert celebrates Canada’s sesquicentennial with a
concert of works by Canadian composers from across the country. The concert will include a
tribute to our country’s multiculturalism as special guests from diverse cultural backgrounds will
join the Amadeus Choir for a special performance of Leon Dubinsky’s We Rise Again. EglintonSt George's United Church, 35 Lytton Blvd., Toronto. For more information, call 416-4460188 or see www.amadeuschoir.com. Sunday, October 29, 4:00 pm.
Northumberland Orchestra and Choir, “East of the Danube”. John Kraus, Music Director.
Soloist Anastasia Risikov, piano, Liszt Concerto No. 1 in Eb; Borodin, Polovetsian Dances;
Dvořák, Slavonic Dances; Raminsh, Ave Maria; Smetana, Czech Dances. Trinity United
Church, 284 Division St., Cobourg. www.northumberlandmusic.ca. Saturday, November 4,
7:30 pm.

Next CAMMAC Newsletter deadline
No materials for Playing Opportunities or Concert Notices will be
accepted after the date below:

September 15, 2017
ADVERTISING RATES
Full page
$90 (max. 6 ½ W x 7 ½ H)
Half page
$50 (max. 6 ½ “W x 4 5/8” H)
Quarter page
$30 (max. 3 ½” W x 4 5/8” H)
Advertising is subject to space availability. Neither publication nor positioning is guaranteed
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CAMMAC TORONTO REGION MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 2017 – 2018
President:

Tim Moody

416-605-2793 tim@timmoody.com

Past President:

Gerald Martindale

416-551-5183 bellman@rogers.com

Treasurer:

Marion Wilk

416-386-0258 marion.wilk@gmail.com

Secretary:

Marion Wilk

416-386-0258 marion.wilk@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor:

Sheila M. MacRae

705-877-8837 smmoboe@gmail.com

Publicity Coordinator*:

Barbara Adams

905-877-0671 brbr.adams@gmail.com

Volunteer Coordinator:

Gerald Martindale

416-551-5183 bellman@rogers.com

Soloist Coordinator:

Peter Solomon

416-781-4745 peter.solomon@utoronto.ca

Member-at- Large:

Lynda Moon

416-482-6562 ptriovc@gmail.com

Member-at- Large:

Paola Di Santo

416-245-2316 soprano_soprano@hotmail.com

Member-at- Large:

Zhenglin Liu

647-388-7963 zhenglin.liu@mail.utoronto.ca

Member-at-Large

Terri Allen

416-488-4552 terriallen1924@gmail.com

OTHER CONTACTS
Webmaster:

Barbara Adams

905-877-0671 brbr.adams@gmail.com

CAMMAC membership

Toll Free

888-622-8755 national@cammac.ca

CAMMAC website

www.cammac.ca

*Toronto Region Representative to the CAMMAC Board of Directors
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